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Motivating Ideas About  
Student Motivation 

 
Often, a key to unlocking students’ motivation to learn is to prompt 
them to change their attitudes about their own abilities as learners.  
Here are some ideas (Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2002) for helping 
difficult-to-teach students to think like empowered learners.   
 
Assessing Students’ Ideas About Academic Self-Efficacy.  Self-efficacy is the student’s view of 
his or her own abilities specific to learning. (This term should not be confused with self-esteem, 
which represents the student’s global view of his or her self-worth.)   
 
Teachers can tap students’ impressions of self-efficacy by asking them to ‘think aloud’ about their 
abilities in the academic area of interest. Instructors will find the information that they have 
collected to be most useful if students are encouraged to: 
 
• talk about their perceived strengths and weaknesses as learners in particular subject areas 
• give examples (with details) about specific successes and failures that they have experienced 

on academic assignments 
• present strategies (if any) that they typically use to complete a range of common academic 

tasks (e.g., undertaking a term paper, completing a chemistry lab exercise, doing homework) 
• disclose their routine for preparing for quizzes and tests. 
 
As a student articulates attitudes toward learning and describes techniques that he or she uses as 
an independent learner, the teacher can use this information to identify whether a low sense of 
academic self-efficacy may be holding the student back. The teacher can also diagnose possible 
gaps in the student’s study skills and take steps to help the student to remediate those gaps. 
 
Motivating Students: ‘Catch’ vs. ‘Hold’ Factors.  When working with difficult-to-teach students, 
teachers should expect that they must first catch the learners’ attention before they can hold these 
students’ focus on a learning task.   
 
‘Catch’ factors are those that grab the student’s attention. Fun academic activities (e.g., reviewing 
quiz material in a Jeopardy-game format)  and educational computer games with eye-catching 
graphics are examples of educational experiences with high ‘catch’ potential.  ‘Hold’ factors are 
those that encourage the student to invest time and effort in a learning activity. Activities commonly 
tend to ‘hold’ students when they provide ongoing natural rewards for continued participation. A 
student who likes to interact with peers, for example, might have his or her attention ‘held’ by a 
cooperative-learning activity, while the student who has an intense interest in NASCAR racing may 
put substantial effort into a math lesson if the lesson ‘catches’ the student’s interest by allowing him 
or her to compute useful racing statistics.   
 
Teachers wishing to capture and maintain students’ attention over time can structure learning 
activities so that they start with high-interest ‘catch’ features, then transition to include more 
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sustainable ‘hold’ features.  A teacher may decide to review math vocabulary with the class, for 
example, by first sending students individually around the school on a ‘scavenger hunt’ to collect 
examples of math vocabulary posted on walls and bulletin boards (‘catch’ activity). Once the 
students have returned to the classroom, the teacher might organize them into groups, have each 
group compile a master-list of their math vocabulary words, and define the math operation(s) to 
which each word is linked (‘hold’ activity). 
 
How Attributions About Learning Contribute to Academic Outcomes. Attribution theory 
suggests that people regularly make ‘attributions’ about events and situations in which they are 
involved that in turn help them to explain and make sense of those happenings.  The attributions 
that one makes about one’s academic skills are not objective facts; rather, they are highly 
subjective, personal interpretations colored by one’s personal biases and past learning history. 
One useful framework for analyzing attributions examines the student’s belief about whether a 
given learning event or situation is stable, occurs within or outside of the student, and can be 
controlled by the student.  (See Attribution Theory table.) 
 
Attribution Theory: Dimensions Affecting Student Interpretation of 
Academic Successes & Failures (Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2002) 
The situation or event is… 
• Unstable (changes often) • Stable (can be counted on to remain 

relatively unchanged) 
• Internal (within the student) • External (occurring in the surrounding 

environment) 
• Uncontrollable (beyond the ability of 

the student to influence) 
• Controllable (within the student’s 

ability to influence) 
 
A student’s faulty attributions can undercut his or her academic success. For example, a student 
who says that she failed a math quiz because she is ‘stupid and can never learn math’ (stable, 
internal, uncontrollable) will probably be very unmotivated to attempt future math problems without 
considerable support and encouragement. Teachers can learn a great deal of useful information 
when they encourage students to share their attributions about academic events at which they 
were successful or unsuccessful. When appropriate, the teacher may even work with the student to 
reshape attributions to be more positive, adaptive, and realistic.  
 
To revisit our example of the math student who attributes poor academic performance to her 
‘stupidity’ in math, the teacher may point out specific math strategies that the student has mastered 
(internal, stable, controllable) or demonstrate how the student can improve learning by increasing 
the structure of her homework time and setting (external, stable, controllable). 
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